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THE LAST THING HE WAS LOOKING FOR...Jake is an alpha wolf on a mission to find his missing

sister, who's been kidnapped by the Alpha of his former pack. What he didn't expect to find was a

whole group of omega's being held captive along with her. When he catches the scent of his fated

mate among the group of omegas, he knows that he will do whatever it takes to get them all to

safety - even if it means taking them all, along with a group of his alpha buddies and forming their

own pack, a thousand miles to the north.WAS THE ONE PERSON HE NEEDED.Kai was shocked

when his own father sold him to the evil Alpha Fremont for a paltry sum of gold. He is befriended by

the ragtag group of omegas who also being held in a life of captivity. That is, until the night that a

gorgeous Alpha appears, looking to rescue his sister. He takes all of them to safety, along with his

studly posse of alpha wolves, moving them all up north to form a new pack.HIS FATED

MATE...THE FATHER OF HIS CHILD?Kai soon becomes pregnant, settling into his new-found role

as the Alpha's mate, he begins to feel safe for the first time in his life. As his pregnancy progresses,

so does the danger, as the former Alpha tracks them down - putting their new pack, and Kai's future

happiness, at risk.This is the first book of the new Northern Lodge Pack series. Every book is

guaranteed to have a HEA, but it's advised to read them in order for maximum appreciation. 18+

readers only please! And yes, this book contains M/PREG, knotting, adults doing lots of sexy

naughty things to each other, and the occasional use of potty mouth language!
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Very well done shot story. Well written, fairly well edited (there were a few errors, but not jarring).

The story flowed well and didn't feel like it was being cut shot. All in all, an excellent first book.Kai is

a sweet Omega who has bum luck with his father being a nasty old drug who sells Kai to an even

worse old Alpha who has a harem of Omegas. Jake a young Alpha who doesn't take himself too

seriously, but still gets things done. He and his friends rescue the stolen Omegas and go off to the

north, creating a new pack. Just in time for Kai to enter his first heat.With friendly Bears helping out,

and a fun Aunt in her early 60s who is outspoken and writes kinky novels, there are moments of

joking and laughter. There is also the seriousness of starting a new pack, and having to face their

old Alpha who wants "his" Omegas back.I recommend this to anyone who likes a sweet

Alpha/Omega Romance. True mates, shifting wolves and mpreg abound.

Normally I can handle a book with a few grammar errors, but this is horrible. Dear Author, Please

learn the difference between possessive and plural! There is one omega and multiple omegas. Do

you notice the lack of an apostrophe? This is second grade grammar!!! Also, although it is more

advanced writing, the tenses in this book are all over the place. The book lost two stars due to the

grammar problems. It's too bad because the story is decent and I liked the characters. This is self

published (obviously) so I wouldn't recommend buying it until the author gets the manuscript edited

and reposts. I won't read anything else by this author unless I see that it is through a publishing

house. Great imagination, horrible crafting.

The story line has a few decent threads but the bad grammar is extremely distracting. This author

has apparently failed English. And if one includes the multitude of missing or forgotten words, has

failed editing was well.So to recap- a bit of decent story line, some interesting characters and all

wrapped in some of the worst constructed prose I've seen.

This was amazing. I love to review books I do it all the time. One thing I look for in a book is it has to

have great characters. Well in this one you have so many the author is set for a great series. You



are going to fall in love with some amazing omegas that are strong and brave. Our main omega is

sold by his father to an old man be for he has even had his first heat to an Alpha who has several

omegas that he is breading. They all become a family waiting for the day they can escape. There is

also several Alphas that are determined to get a stolen omega back when they go to rescue her

they rescue them all. The main alphas top goal was to get his twin sister back he never played to

find his destined mate but when it happened it was fate. Now all these Alphas and Omegas are

going to form a pack and take care of each other. What do you think the chances of the bad guy

coming after them are? And how will they all stay safe? And with a pregnant omega in the mix and

no one knowing how to deliver a baby I can promise you this is going to be an amazing book for

anyone who reads it. And any book that follows is set in gold to just get better with the group of

characters this author has given us to love.

I absolutely loved this story. Aunt Cat reminds me of Aunt Tully in Lucy Lennox's Made Marian

series. I can just tell she will be my favorite in the series!!! This is a wonderfully written story. I like

how we get a glimpse into Kai's scrappy past but that it doesn't define who he is. That he has feet

set firmly in the present. There is a wonderful dynamic that is introduced. I would love to see them

continue to grow and their lives intertwine.

I liked the premise of the book but it wasn't well executed. Usually, Mpreg/omega/alpha books are a

hit or miss for me, in this case, it was a miss. The characters had no time to truly develop a bond, I

know in these type of books usually you see them jumping on the 'love-at-first-sight' but in this case,

it was way too fast. The whole good looking alphas rescuing omegas, I don't think the author

executed the plot well.

This was cute, but it didn't pull you in. It had a good plot line but everything was solved to easily .

Kidnapped one has found within a few pages. Ah rescued by fated mate. Go into heat pregnant with

twins. Bad Alpha wants property back. Fight good Alpha wins. Had some good spots but author

never developed . If she did it could have been good txt

I truly enjoyed reading this story. Except for one or two words out of order, this was smoothly

written. The characters are well developed. It is a fun and light read, even with very troublesome

times. Looking forward to the other Northern Lodge books.
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